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EMEMBER the 1990s when the business
mantrawas all aboutlong-term goals? Itwas
commonplace to criticise CEOs or directors
who pushed for immediate profits for
shareholders at the erçense of strategies to

and professionatjobs. This is profoundly dtanging
;for managerial
ng economies,

enzure the future of their organisations- How
life has ctranged. There's nothingwrongwith steady, solid
growth. But the disruption caused by the intemet has

turned the tables on business timeframes. Today, the spoils go

to the speedy, and patient pursuit oflong-term targets feels

very 20th century.
From the starttle smartest conzultants and academics

e-couìmerce - that is, the explosive emergence of the internet
as a major, perhaps eventually the major, worldwide distribution
channel foigoods, for services, and, surprisingl¡ for managerial
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markets, and industry structures; products and services and
their flow; conzumer segmentation, conzumer values, and
consumer behaviouS jobs and labour markets. But the impact

unleashed by technology is e>rtraordinary.
Hel:e atThe Deal we have charted that revolution since we

launched in 2008: many of our stories have sholvn why it is no
thesameway,
kickerline

opportunities generated at a time of extraordinary drange
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and Amina had yet to amass what would become a vast fortune
off the back of the nation's post-war regeneration. Here was a

pioneering migrant family of bulldozers, concrete mixers and

steel by day, but also one enlivmed by art shows, frne dining and

community building by night.
The family, qynonymous with Tha¡sfreld, have put in place the

robust sinews of our cities and built the zupply lines taking power

to factories and homes. The iconic company, started by Franco

and Ca¡lo Salteri in 1956, whid¡ has morphed and multiplied over

six decades, built the Sydney Harbour Tunnel, Melbourne's Cþ
Li¡¡k toll road, hydro-electric and coal-frred power stations,

concert halls, oil rigs, sugar mills and the Anzac dass figates.
An architect by taining, Belgiorno-Nettis has absorbed his

father's romantic variations on infrastructure - that ubiquitous
grey-ugly word no matter how you polish it The engineer as

ñero, tsing Italian artistry with Austalian ca¡r-do, is the telltale

associates see parts of Franco in the three boys. Well-rounded
and abit dreamy, Luca is the son witlr the zupplest mind-

In his low-lit office at a revamped timber wharf on Sydney

Harboufs Walsh Bay, the fair and trim Belgiomo-Nettis is

effusive with his hands yetpin-point deliberate in voice;he strains

to ûnd the right adornment to a thought, pauses to search for a

refermce from academic works and leavens his pitch with
humour and warmth.

On this moming, just within reach is a white mug he's been

document boxes piling up on desls. Beþomo-Nettis is in the
middle of a personal and business tansition, a reinvention and

1995.
of the

was also a highlY
,who dtangedhis
mothefs maiden

name, go

LastS
stake in
industrial and resources projects, runs the immigration detention
cente in Naunr The Transfield name is receding into tlte
background; the tadernark is shuffIing back to the famiþ's sole
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control, while the listed venture will present a new name to
shareholders. Transfreld Holdings is essentially a cashbox for

eld
no

options as young boysi
fromuniversityintothe

in 2006. "Guido and I are very happy with what's been adrieved

since we took ove¡," says Luca citing successful investrnents in
property group
Living Villages

James Packer, has recently sold out of) and Novatec, an industrial-
scale solarutility in Spain.

Despite its ups and downs, Belgiorno-Nettis maintains
Transfrdd Services has been a good business for the family. "Ou¡
fathe¡,like manyfathers of his generatior¡ may havewishedus to
shoot the lþhts out and be in the billionsi he says. "I don't think

Belgiorno-Nettis. "I'm in tle fortunate position of no longer

needingto dothings I dontwantto do.

'1 dont need to, but I actually want to do business. From a
btrt doingbusiness
a contribution - in

Adam Smith's conception of iL'
His main targetfor newventures is in informationtedrnology,
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interested in newways that enable people to have better enterprise
conversations: mobile. There's a whole world of non-desk-top
workers r,vho have been la-rgely neglected to date."

What he brings to the IT table arc general business skills,
which a¡e always relevant: identiffing revenue sEeams,
understanding the customer base and knowing how to work
within organisational struchues. But he won't be mshing into the
start-up killing fields of tech, per se. Rather, he'll build on things
heknows about such as a mobileplaformfor construction safety,
identifying haza¡ds on the job, freeing site managers from
laborious paperwork and compliance.

"I'm not hungry enough to eat other people's lunches; so I
need to associate myself with other¡ who are. My strmgth is to
recognise this weakness but moreover, to identify partners who
appreciate my years of business experience, especially in joint
ventu¡es, and of course need capital to grow."

David Gonski, who has known the family for 25 years, believes
Luc4likehisfather, has amind "totally opento newideas". "That
approach is very valuable," says the well-connected company and

13

philanthropic di¡ector. "Rather than being button-holed into a
partioilar thing, Luca's mind and person are adaptable. If he
remains healthy, Luca will have as much fun in his 70s as he did
in his 30s because he is open to things and he will have as much
influence in them as he did in business."

At an age when his peers and mates are retiring, tlre veteran
of hard infrastructure also has his sights on refaslrioning our
governing institutions tlrough the newDemocracy Foundation,
a broad group of eminent former politicians, academics and civic
leaders he founded in 2006.

Belgiorno-Nettis shifts into a spruiker's voice, settling into a
tried and tested spiel on what ails our body politic. He tl¡inks our
key piece of political infrastruchue is broken; demooacy has
become an a&ersarial contest rather than a co-operative forum
to solve problems. He says federal politics is like "B-grade hþh
school debating", is dominated by parfy hacks and is prone to
'isub-optimal" decision making.

Where's the proofz Wihess the logjam of legislation in the
Senate, the gaming for votes in state upper houses, and the
debased notion that the best we can hope for in democracy are
"free and fair elections". Belgiorno-Nettis argues our public
policy apparatus is no longer delivering the goods. He wonders
whether Australia is sliding towards tle same divisive "toxic
politics" that hobble the United States.

"We are interested in organising ourselves for no other reason
but for oursehes," he says. "So however we want to organise
ourselves is up to us. If we think this is a good way of organising
ourselves, tlte current system, ûne.

"I would say, hey, we'reinthis newworld, every organisation is
looking at how to do thinç better, particularly in this new
technological environment. It's dearly smashing the old
hierarchies. We need to have a good look at the way we do our
parliaments."

Belgiorno-Nettis got his first taste of failing systems when he
ran Tbansfield's Southe¡st Asian operations in Malaysia from
1992 to 1999. He saw frrst hand what happens to public frust when
ofûcrals and politicians are conupt and vowed to watch for the
signs of zuch decaywhen he returnedto Australia.

"I certainly believe in debating and rþorously çestioning all
aspects of public polcy but I dont believe it's achiwed by an
adversa¡ial electioneering contest," he says. "It frwùates
collaboration from the outset."

Belgiomo-Nettis says public polþ development is about
trade-ofß. For instance, an urban transport problem may require
a combination of road, rail, tram and bike paths. Political parties
are forced to take absolutist positions, with any concessions to
opponents seen as a weakness. "What youTe got to create in a
political forum is the capacity to make trade-offs without
compromising the actors in that process," he argues.

fu he sees it, the solution is to have citizens' juries, randomly
selected people with deliberative power. Given the right
information and environment, apanel of ordinary, represmtative
citizens c¿u-ì come up with answers that are close to the
prescriptions of experts. Such bodies, with say 42 members on
rotation, could replace the nation's upper houses.

He cites the example of the Public Accounts Committee of the
NSW Partiament thatused a regional and urban panel of citizens
to consider the state's future energy options. The panels came up
with recommendations that were in tine with the supposedly
arch neo-liberal economists at the Productivity Commission.
The special ingredient amid the damour and chatter of the public
sphere, however, is that the citizens provided the legitimacy
pointy-heads will never have.

"This is where the genius of the jury system comes about,"
says Beþiorno-Nettis. "Democracy was never conceived to be an
adversarial contest, yet we have no understanding ofthat."

ï'm trying to envisage models that facilitate collaboration.
We have a system that is zub-optimal and, like the method of
corporal punishment that existed in schools, is unproductive. We
have these people, politicians and others, who are trying to
manufacture thei¡ differences just to be able to distinguish
themselves. It has become a farce and people are increasingly
seeing it as such. Trust in politicians is at an all-time low."

As with other a¡eas of life, technology is smashing old
hierarchies across the board and Belgiorno-Nettis believes
"govemments are the last stronghold of these hierarchies".
Naturally politicians believe they are in touch with the grass
roots - it is their core expertise, some algue - so the proposition
ofcitizens'juries is a redundant one in their eyes.

Still, in South Australia, Premier Jay Weatherill has used
deliberative democracy to come up with proposals for liquor
tading hours in cenfal Adelaide. The Melboume Cþ Council
has boldly orperimented with the jury system for long-range
budget planning. During the 2010 election campaign Julia Gillard
proposed a citizenb assembly on climate drange policy ald was

.,SOME PEOPLE THINK
SOCIAL DARWINISM
RULES, THE SURVIVAL
OF THE FITTEST ...
THE DEEPER TRUTH,
HOWEVER, IS THAT WE
WANT TO CO.OPERATE''
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Clockwise from top left:
Franco Belgiomo-Nettis; Luca
with Franco and brother
Guido; with wife Anita; Franco
(front with camera), Carlo
Salteri (front, left) and crew
celebrate the completion of
TCN Channel 9 stud¡os ¡n
Sydney in 1956; Luca w¡th
Guido and mother Amina at
the Art Gallery of NSW

flayed by her opponents,
dass; it was seen as a gim
the issue was red hot.

from 2001 to 2006 and used citizen juries in the areas of

In the a¡ea of infrasfructure, Belgiomo-Nettis believes he can

talla about great cities having the illumination of consciousness,
the stamp of purpose and the colour of love." Belgiomo-Nettis
says great cities 'function not.¡'ust for worþ they make human life
not only habitable but pleasurable...After all, cities are there for
the people." Yes, that's lofty and dreamy, but what about

:i;
rail

versus roads versrs bicydes. The proposition might be "and and
and". "As Nick Greiner says, 'The era of the þreat man' reformer
is over'. You s up and says,'This is
good fortle MikeBairdmightbe,
it's kind of n this mistrust into the
system. It really is now about building an alliance of voices and
that's more diffcult because there's a lot more chatter out there."

On a sparkling Sydney morning Belgiorno-Nettis has parked
his sensible Volvo in the qpot on the wha¡f whe¡e brotherGuido
usually leavm his Ferrari. Small of frame, dressed casually in

zubdued tones, Luca is carrying a squat piece of a¡t he wants to

turret a long tube, the weapon. Voila.

Indus Valþ thelargest irrigation system intheworld-
"Some people think Social Darwinism rules, the zurvival of

the fittest, that we want to get on top of one anotheri he says in
reference to Kallat's tank. "The deeper kutt¡ however, is thát we
want to co-operate somehow on tlese limited resources."

It's easy for a rich man, blessed with life options, creature
comforts and the chance for self-realisation to tell us all to chill
and get on, but Beþiorno-Nettis is neitherawealthhoardernor a
social recluse. In fact, his life has bem the opposite. Gonski sees a
man, likehis father Franco, interested in all things andbuilding a
social legacy. "The wealth he has got is very usefirl to him, to
purzue those things that are important to him," says Gonski. ,,He

is clea¡ about what he wants to do and create."
Iarca's great-grandfather was a blacksmith, his grandfather a

locomotive engine driver who fixed guns and watches; Franco
painted and sculpted into his 90s, Guido is good with his hands
mechanically. Luca likes to dabble in arL frx things around the
house and is handy with bikes and sailing oaft. His wife Anita is
involved in filmmaking.

Arta
chair of
likewise
patronage is not a solemn duty. He is completely present in this
and I can tell it gives him a real buz."

Last year, Beþiorno-Nettis found himself at the centre of

The Biennale's funds came via tle Transfield Foundation, a joint
effort of the listed entity and the family holding company. A year

on, Beþiomo-Nettis believes there could have been a more civil
discussion; he maintains the artists'position was simplistic,
aggressive and wrong headed. Still, although it was an awkward
timg he is fine with the outcome: "I was actually hoping to
intoduce a new sponsor and looking for a zuccessor as chairtNo
regrets at all.

thousands of people who have worked with us."
Luca's team is now a lot smaller, a goup of trusted advisen is

collaboration excites him more than evetr it gets his blood
pumping and his hands moving. Now in his seventh decade, he
plans to keep his well-wom fixing fingers busy, to repair some
ailing political machinery and to leave a lasting imprint. I)
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